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SUMMARY

The Romero gold copper zinc silver deposits are located in the Province of San Juan, Dominican Republic, approximately 165 km west-northwest of Santo Domingo. Romero and Romero South orebodies contain stratabound gold mineralization with copper, silver and zinc of intermediate sulphidation epithermal style. The gold mineralization is associated with disseminated to semi-massive sulphides, sulphide veinlets and quartz-sulphides within quartz-pyrite, quartz-illite-pyrite and illite-chlorite-pyrite alteration.

Ground DC resistivity and induced polarization (DCIP) supported by ground magnetics remain the main targeting tools for drill follow-up along with geologic mapping and geochemistry. However ZTEM passive airborne electromagnetics have recently also been applied with success for reconnaissance mapping of deep alteration and gold mineralization known as the Romero Trend. More recently, airborne geophysics, including ZTEM (Z-axis tipper electromagnetics Lo and Zang, 2008) helicopter EM-magnetic survey have been used to provide regional resistivity and magnetic information in this area of rugged terrain and difficult access.

Our case-study compares ground DCIP and airborne EM-magnetic geophysical responses, supported by 3D inversions, over the known Romero and Romero South Au-Cu-Zn-Ag intermediate sulphidation deposit area.
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INTRODUCTION

Romero and Romero South are intermediate epithermal gold-copper deposits that are located in the Province of San Juan, Dominican Republic, approximately 165 km west-northwest of Santo Domingo (Hennessey et al., 2014). They contain an indicated resource of 19.4 Mt at 2.63 g/t gold, 0.63% copper, 0.29% zinc and 3.7 g/t silver (Figure 1). First discovered in 2003, using stream sediment sampling, the main exploration techniques have been soil geochemistry, rock sampling and diamond drilling, assisted by ground based magnetic and induced polarization geophysics. The geophysics and drilling are used to target mineralization beneath barren cap rocks away from outcropping zones. The ground geophysical surveys identified a 3km long north-south corridor of higher conductivity, high chargeability and low magnetic susceptibility associated with hydrothermal alteration and gold mineralization known as the Romero Trend. More recently, airborne geophysics, including ZTEM (Z-axis tipper electromagnetics Lo and Zang, 2008) helicopter EM-magnetic survey have been used to provide regional resistivity and magnetic information in this area of rugged terrain and difficult access.

Figure 1: Geology map overlay of Romero, showing gold deposits (after Hennessey et al., 2014), and AEM-magnetic survey lines over satellite image of current study area.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION

Romero is hosted by the Cretaceous-age Tireo Formation volcanic rocks and limestones, which formed in an island arc environment. The deposit geology (Figure 1) is a relatively flat lying sequence of intercalated subaqueous, intermediate to felsic volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks and limestones on the east side of thick rhyolite flows or domes (Hennessey et al., 2014).
The Romero and Romero South deposits are flat lying and the stratabound mineralization is mainly hosted by a dacite breccia tuff (Figure 2). The mineralized horizon is capped by limestone or dacite to andesite lavas, and underlain by rhyolite or limestone. The only intrusive rock identified is a single andesite dyke (Hennessey et al., 2014).

The Romero gold mineralization with copper, silver and zinc is intermediate sulphidation epithermal in style. The source of the mineralizing fluids remains unknown and there is exploration potential for the discovery of mineralization in structural feeder zones or, possibly, in a porphyry copper-gold type system. The Romero deposit has a strike length of 1 km and Romero South is about 750 m (Figure 1). Both occur relatively near surface (Hennessey et al, 2014).

The mineralization is associated with quartz-pyrite, quartz-illite-pyrite and illite-chlorite-pyrite alteration. Alteration is strongest in the upper part of the mineralized zone and decreases in intensity with depth. Gold mineralization is associated with disseminated to semi-massive sulphides, sulphide veinlets and quartz-sulphides. The sulphides comprise pyrite with sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena (Figure 2). Oxidation is shallow, to a depth of 10 m to 15 m (Hennessey et al., 2014).

Regardless, because of the massive silicification that is also present at Romero, as shown in Figure 2, we should expect that, depending on the erosional level or size and source depth or dryness conditions, that high resistivity signatures from the silica and quartz-alunite alteration typically found in the centre of HS deposits may also be observed, as shown by Hoschke (2011) and Goldie (2000) over the Yanacocha HS deposit.

**IP\RESISTIVITY AND PASSIVE AEM RESULTS**

**GROUND IP\RESISTIVITY**

Ground IP surveys were first surveyed at Romero by Quantec Geoscience Ltd. (Toronto, CAN) in 2011 and from 2012 to present by Insight Geophysics Inc. (Oakville, CAN) using Gradient array and Insight (multiple Gradient) sections (Hennessey et al., 2014). The Gradient or Modified Schlumberger array is effective for economically covering large areas and uses receiver potential electrodes that are moved in a profile up and down lines between two fixed transmitter current electrodes (Telford et al., 1990).

For Gradient arrays the effective depth of investigation (Ze) is controlled by the current electrode separation (L=AB) according to: \[ Ze = 0.190L \] (Edwards, 1977). Hence by expanding or contracting the transmitter array, anomalies can be further detailed in a vertical dimension and plotted in a pseudo section format termed Insight Sections (Pawluk, 2014).
The Insight Section is composed of a fixed array of potential electrodes (typically 40) with a potential dipole separation (MN) of 25 or 50 metres. Starting at the centre location of the Insight Section, multiple current injections at various AB lengths are used to create vertical geoelectric soundings beneath each of the receiver potential dipoles. AB lengths used to create an Insight Section typically range from 5MN to 100MN (Pawluk, 2014).

At Romero, the time-domain IP survey consisted of multiple AB injections (100m to 2500m), a 50m receiver MN spacing, a 25m sampling interval and a line separation of 200m. The maximum depth of coverage (Ze) is estimated at approx. 500m. The transmitted waveform was a 4-second square wave with 50% duty cycle. Total chargeabilities were obtained by integrating 20 semi-logarithmic off-time decay windows between 160-3680ms (Pawluk, 2014). Figure 3 presents the gradient array IP total chargeability plan and Insight IP and apparent resistivity pseudo-sections over Romero deposit in Figure 4. They show decreased resistivity above the zone and along the edges and increased chargeabilities at depth within the Romero zone that extends below the DCIP coverage.

Figure 4: Total chargeability (A) and apparent resistivity (B) Insight pseudo-sections over Romero Deposit, showing NS-projected drillholes in vicinity.

AIRBORNE EM-MAGNETICS

Prior to the current AEM survey, only a regional aeromagnetic and radiometric survey at 1km line-spacing had been flown over Romero in 2002-2004 (Hennessey et al., 2014). The ZTEM passive AFMAG (Labson et al., 1985) helicopter EM and aeromagnetic survey was flown in February-March, 2014. It consisted of 3195 line-kilometres of coverage using 100-200m line-spacings and avg. bird-heights of 140m and 155m for the EM and magnetic sensors. ZTEM tipper data (Txx in-line & Txy cross-line) were acquired at 6 frequencies (30-720Hz). Readers can refer to Legault et al., (2012b) for additional descriptions of the ZTEM system and theory.

The reduced-to-pole total magnetic intensity over a smaller 12x12km area that focuses on the Romero gold-copper deposits is presented in Figure 5. A well-defined magnetic low that reflects magnetite-depletion/destruction due to hydrothermal alteration is centred on the deposits. Surrounding magnetic highs are from unaltered intermediate volcanic country rocks.

Figure 5: Magnetic TMI reduced to pole (RTP), showing magnetic low over Romero and Romero South deposits.

Figure 6 presents the ZTEM total phase rotated (TPR) In-phase tipper results at 90Hz which show that Romero and Romero South are aligned along a prominent NW-SE conductive trend that extends >10km along strike. Figure 7 presents a resistivity depth slice at 500m from 3D ZTEM inversion performed using the UBC MT3dinv code of Holtham and Oldenburg (2008). It shows a well-defined resistivity low that extends between Romero and Romero South deposits, suggesting that the two mineralized alteration systems are joined at depth. This appears to be confirmed in later follow-up drilling below 500m between the two deposits (Niemi, 2014). Figure 8 compares the 3D ZTEM resistivity section over Romero and the 3D magnetic susceptibility section obtained using the UBC Mag3D code (Li and Oldenburg, 1996) that highlight the deep resistivity low and mag-susceptibility low below the Romero IS epithermal deposit.

Figure 6: ZTEM Total phase rotated (TPR) In-phase tipper, showing NW-SE trending resistivity low extending across Romero and Romero South deposits.
CONCLUSIONS

Exploration for Romero-type intermediate sulphidation (IS) polymetallic gold-copper-zinc-silver deposits has focused on: ground magnetic lows indicating magnetite-depletion alteration, as well as ground resistivity lows indicating altered /porous host rocks and ground chargeability highs indicating presence of sulphides, in combination with geologic mapping, drilling and soil geochemistry. Airborne ZTEM passive EM surveys have provided rapid reconnaissance mapping of bedrock alteration/porosity, improved depth of investigation (>500m) and improved magnetic mapping, thereby providing follow-up targets for ground IP/resistivity surveys and deep targeted drilling. ZTEM results were successful in identifying a previously unknown deep (>500m) continuity between Romero & Romero South deposits.
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